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ABSTRACT 
 

Small-scale physics called quantum mechanics is still incompatible with large-scale physics as 
developed by Einstein in his general relativity theory. By using twin physics, which is a dualistic way of 
considering the universe, and following Einstein’s later advice, it is possible to create a bridge 
between these extremes. The formulation is carried out using complementary language in which time 
and space necessarily occur as two distinct qualities, although they are treated analogously. The 
basic item in the theory is the Heisenberg unit (H-unit), which is defined as a constant amount of 
potential energy, supplied with mathematical attributes; by interaction with another H-unit, these 
attributes may be transformed into real phenomena. With this theory, a photon can be described such 
that its velocity is constant without using the related postulate, showing how the speed of light is the 
link between small- and large-scale physics. The existence of Planck’s constant emerges from the 
explanation. The photon is related to a massless electron, which is described by the mirrored 
interaction of H-units. 
 
Keywords: Complementarity; electromagnetism; Planck’s constant; photon; quantum mechanics; 

velocity of light. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Our theory originates in experiments from 1927 [1] showing that matter can appear in two distinct 
ways, as a determined ‘particle’ and as a so-called ‘wave’ whose position is uncertain. This dualism 
was the start of quantum mechanics. The existence of fundamental uncertainty was a shock to the 
scientific world, which, since Newton proposed the theory of mechanics in his “Principia” in 1687, had 
been ruled by the conviction that nature was deterministically organized. Objects were supposed to 
have mass, and to be existing in an infinite empty space which was supposed to have no energy and 
thus space was ignored in science.  
 
The first way of dealing with these experimental results was the Copenhagen interpretation, a 
collection of axioms or doctrines largely devised in the years 1925 - 1927 by Niels Bohr and Werner 
Heisenberg [2]. In their discussions, Bohr was convinced that a philosophical comprehension of a 
physical problem had to be completely explained before being able to describe it mathematically. He 
introduced the notion complementarity as a way of making the duality between ‘particles’ and 
‘waves’ the starting point for a sound interpretation, but at the time he could not find a mathematical 
basis. Later Heisenberg too was convinced that this was the right direction in principle, and wrote two 
books about the philosophical consequences of this interpretation [2,3]. It was only in 1974 that a 
mathematical definition of complementarity was available [4]. 
 
Bohr and Heisenberg tried to reconcile uncertainty with determinism in a manner conducive to human 
understanding, by considering subatomic events as indeterministic discontinuous transitions between 
discrete stationary states. Incompatible conjugate properties at that scale were not supposed to be 
measurable with arbitrary precision at the same time. This is expressed as Heisenberg’s uncertainty 
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principle, which is a special case of a more general complementarity proposed by Bohr. Although this 
principle is still accepted, the Copenhagen interpretation as a whole did not lead to a complete, 
satisfying description of nature that offered a place to this behavior of matter at a subatomic scale, as 
well as to gravitational behavior at an astronomic scale, as described by Einstein’s general theory of 
relativity.  
 
Many alternative theories arose during the course of the 20

th
 century such as the Statistical 

Interpretation [5], the Many Worlds Theory [6] and Hidden Variables [7]. They all were characterized 
by a continuation of the belief in determinism. None of them could create a bridge between the small-
scale world, which seemed to be ruled by probability, and the large-scale world, which seemed to 
obey Einstein’s relativity theory. However, among each generation of physicists, a few continued to 
search for the possibility of accepting duality as fundamental in nature, including Heisenberg [2,3], 
Von Weizsäcker [8,9] and Jammer [4,10]. They realized that the available mathematics had been 
developed to serve only deterministic science and although their work did not result in a complete 
theory, it contains useful advice about how to construct new mathematics suited to describing physical 
phenomena including uncertainty.  
 
We continued this development first by expressing the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in general 
terms of duality as ‘each observation of certainty implies a small amount of uncertainty’. Then we 
supposed that any two basic concepts of duality are of equal importance as suggested by Bohr [3] 
which implies that the mirrored case also has to be true: "each observation of uncertainty implies a 
small amount of certainty". Together we call this the extended Heisenberg principle. From that 
starting point, we gathered the advice of these predecessors to construct a mathematical method in 
which uncertainty is interpreted as an independent concept in nature and called it ‘complementary 
language’.  
 
In addition to this, we followed the advice of Albert Einstein

 
[11] for the construction of a new physical 

theory, written from 1936 to 1950. Although he was a confirmed opponent of any theory with even a 
trace of indeterminism in it, he understood very well that there was a large problem in physics due to 
the incompatibility of large- and small-scale theories. He presented a general method for the 
construction of a completely new, sound physical theory in three steps, thus suggesting that this could 
be necessary in the future. The first step is to find a two-sided concept of a physical object. On the 
one hand this concept is an arbitrary creation of the brain, and on the other hand it derives its 
meaning and vindication from the entire sensory perception with which we associate it. The second 
step is to give this concept a meaning independent of sensory perceptions, stating that the 
connection between elementary concepts and groups of perceptions can only be understood in an 
intuitive way. The third step is just to put some rules, which might be definitions as well as laws of 
nature, depending on the chosen representation, and that completes the process. With this 
conception of a physical theory in general, he stressed the necessity of connecting the basics of any 
physical theory to human intuition. This refers to the origin of physics, rooted in the combination of 
facts and philosophy. However, in the development of physical theories after Einstein, less and less 
attention was paid to human perception, let alone to intuition. However, we took his advice in making 
our choice of mathematical items.  
 
Einstein offered us more stepping stones for the development of twin physics. We also used the 
basics of his special relativity theory, published in 1905 [12], in which he elaborates upon the principle 
proposed by Mach (1838-1916) on relativity, saying that an independent grid of coordinates as a 
frame of reference does not exist. Although Einstein still used a resting coordinate frame, he required 
the energetic states of physical systems to be independent of it. This requirement is anchored in our 
theory by introducing units of potential energy, called Heisenberg units (H-units). The potential 
energy can be converted into actual energy by interaction with each other and a resulting 
phenomenon is called a Heisenberg-event (H-event). In the same paper of Einstein, the postulate 
that light in vacuum has a constant velocity is presented; we will not use this, because we can derive 
it without using a postulate. 
 
As the last point of agreement, we incorporated Einstein’s discovery, also written in 1905, that mass 
and electromagnetic energy are equivalent [13], by supposing that interacting H-units are the one 
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and only energetic source of all physical phenomena, meaning both mass and space, together with all 
their features and electromagnetic items.  
 
However, there are two aspects in which we deviate from Einstein’s ideas, both being the 
consequence of considering uncertainty as a basic, independent aspect of nature. The first aspect is 
that we do not consider time to be a determinate physical item, so each H-unit is supplied with 
determinate as well as indeterminate time attributes. In a special edition of the journal “Scientific 
American” [14], well-known physicists have written abundantly about the human tendency to consider 
time in another way, as we are used to doing in classical as well as in modern physics. In this journal, 
many of them testify to the irrepressible desire to introduce uncertainty into the concept of time. Two 
quotations are: “All these more or less magic indications of the flow of time can be considered as 
primitive ways to catch the indeterminate aspect of time,” and “The best thing [scientists and 
philosophers] can say is, that time is an extra dimension akin (but not identical) to space”. Our choice 
of time attributes meets this tendency. A third quotation is: “The past we think of as having slipped out 
of existence” and this can also be found back in twin theory, because it does not incorporate the past 
at al. 
 
The second aspect in which we deviate from the ideas of Einstein can be found in his general 
relativity theory [15] in which he describes special relativity in a way, published by Hermann 
Minkowski in 1907 as “Raum und Zeit” [16]. This mathematician supposed the formal equivalence of 
space-like and time-like coordinates. Minkowski based this upon the work of Henri Poincaré, who in 
1906 published a way of explaining Lorentz transformations in terms of the familiar Euclidean rotation, 
by taking (imaginary) time as the fourth dimension. Minkowski used a real time coordinate instead of 
an imaginary one and reformulated the then recent theory of special relativity in four dimensions. 
Einstein embraced this method and managed to describe a gravitational field with it. However, we do 
not use time and space as a four-dimensional continuum, because it is not suited to describing 
time in an indeterminate way. As we explained in a previous paper [17], gravity can be described by 
twin physics without making use of the Minkowski space. On the other hand, to deviate as little as 
possible from Einstein’s theory, we treat space and time mathematically in the same way; the 
remaining difference is in the dimensions, space being three-dimensional and time one-dimensional.  
 
After having explained which choices we made with respect to the history of physics, we are ready to 
unfold the construction of twin physics. In principle the developed theory is not complicated at all, 
compared with many existing theories. The only problem is that a change of mind is required to get rid 
of some classical ideas which, according to nowadays experimental facts, seem to give a distorted 
image of reality. In order to be able to grasp this from the beginning, below will be summed up three of 
the essential features of twin physics.   
 
The first essential feature is the supposed complementary duality in all aspects of nature, such, that 
two opposite concepts are of equivalent importance. In particular we consider mass and finite space 
as complementary, so space is not considered as ‘one big nothing’, indicating a lack of matter, but as 
a collection of independent energetic physical objects which may overlap each other. Consequently, 
we use the expression energetic space for any appearing physical object and distinguish mass and 
space according to their degree of energy concentration: Mass has an extremely high concentration of 
energy, whereas space has an extremely low energy. These two distinct phenomena are called 
‘compact space’ and ‘extended space’ respectively, but in this paper, for the sake of convenience we 
will express them in the classical terms ‘mass’ and ‘space’. 
 
Most of us are not familiar with the notion of complementarity, although there are many examples in 
daily life. A non-parallel beam of light can be convergent or divergent, producing different physical 
effects. A source of water pouring out into the total surroundings, has a well as its complement, 
gathering the water. An anode repels electrons, a cathode attracts them. Complementarity also can 
be experienced as a mental attitude, when the attention is concentrated or spread out, the first being 
necessary to read a paper like this, the second to look after seven children playing in a park. The 
most accessible explanation of the way complementarity is considered in twin physics, is given in a 
later publication [18] including a video-representation on youtube.  
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The second essential feature of our theory is that potential energy is supposed to exist in elementary 
units called Heisenberg units. Because potential energy principally cannot be observed, it is a 
mathematical starting point. Only after transforming the mathematical result of interaction between 
Heisenberg units into actual energetic items, descriptions of physical observations will be obtained.  
 
The third essential feature of twin physics is that all mathematical items may play either a major or a 
minor role in any observation, and nothing in between. In this way the possibility is created that, after 
being transformed into physical items, the obtained physical items may combine such, that they meet 
the extended Heisenberg principle. 
 
To deal with complementary items of different importance and even of different dimensions, we 
developed a mathematical method called complementary language [19,20,17]. This is based upon 
the use of sets by Kahn [21], being collections of objects. Each H-unit will be provided with three sets 
of complementary attributes, associated with space, time, and mark (the mathematical precursor of 
electromagnetic features), respectively. By collecting them in sets, the influence of all items can be 
followed separately, whether they are determinate or indeterminate, of major or minor importance. 
The attributes are chosen to be as close as possible to human perceptions in daily life, which will be 
indicated in the relevant sections. 
 
The interaction of two H-units can in general be expressed in combinations of their attributes; specific 
descriptions will be obtained for specific relative distances between them. The mathematical result of 
an interaction is a set of four elements called a zipper, being a set of four elements which in practice 
decrease to maximum two manageable elements, each having the same amount of potential energy 
but having distinct possible appearances. After transforming them into actual energetic items, they 
may be identified as experimentally known observations.  
 
In this paper we search for the description of a photon and thus we will focus upon massless physical 
items. In order for readers to become acquainted with complementary language and its application in 
twin physics, we will first explain the theory as briefly as possible. At the time this paper was published 
for the first time, the deduction of the zipper was rather cumbersome. This is considerably improved 
and some mistakes are corrected. 
 
2. COMPLEMENTARY LANGUAGE IN GENERAL 
 
We constructed complementary language using the definition of Jammer [4], in which he states that 
a complementary interpretation has to satisfy the following conditions: (a) it contains at least two 
descriptions A1 and A2 of its substance-matter; (b) A1 and A2 refer to the same universe of discourse; 
(c) neither A1 and A2 , if taken alone, accounts exhaustively for all phenomena of this universe; (d) A1 
and A2 are mutually exclusive in the sense that their combination into a single description would lead 
to logical contradictions. 
 
Besides of that, we need elementary items as a kind of building blocks for all phenomena in the 
Universe. In the past it appeared that one mass-carrying building block of nature is not existing; the 
amount of so-called elementary particles is impressive large. A solution for that problem was found in 
the definition of quarks as building blocks of elementary particles, existing in much less variants and 
by definition impossibly to isolate. By this step a more abstract way of thinking about the basics of 
nature was introduced and nowadays many scientists believe in their existence. We will go one step 
further by introducing a completely abstract item as basic in nature: the Heisenberg unit (H-unit) as a 
unit of potential energy which can be transformed into physical energy only by interacting with 
another H-unit. In this way relativity is incorporated from scratch. 
 
Although actual energy has, as far as we know, no elementary amount, there is no objection to 
introduce an elementary amount of potential energy. We are already acquainted with the abstract 
character of potential energy, as it cannot be measured as long as it is not transformed into actual 
energy. For instance, the amount of potential gravitational energy of an object close to earth can only 
be measured by allowing the object to fall down, but after falling down, its potential energy will be 
reduced to zero. Clearly transformation from potential to actual energy happens only if there is a 
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relevant interaction between the observed item with its surrounding and so potential energy can be 
circumscribed as the power to interact.  
 
Each H-unit, defined as an elementary unit of potential energy, will be supplied with complementary, 
mathematical items, called determined and indeterminate attributes. Attributes may belong to one 
out of three basic qualities: Space, time and mark (which is the mathematical precursor of charges 
and electric, magnetic and electromagnetic fields), which will be collected in three distinct sets. To 
involve the extended Heisenberg principle, so to create the possibility that an appearing phenomenon 
has a determinate character with a small indeterminate deviation, and the other way around, we need 
a distinction between major and minor attributes, having a large or a small importance, respectively, 
in the description of the resulting phenomenon.  
 
This is realized by restricting allowed connections of attributes to each other with an axiom: Attributes 
contribute to any observation in pairs, which are such that one member is of major and the other is of 
minor importance. This axiom is the heart of twin theory. The pairs of attributes will be called joined 
pairs.  
 

To incorporate the axiom, mathematical items of H-unit Hi in general will be indicated by Di  or di , 

representing determinate attributes, or by U i  or ui , representing indeterminate attributes (the letter U 
refers to ‘uncertain’ as a possible circumscription of ‘indeterminate’). The difference between capitals 
and lower case indicates their major or minor importance. These four attributes of one quality are 

collected in the general set of attributes hi , as: 

 

h
i
= D

i
,U i , d

i
, ui{ }                                                                                                                    (1) 

 

An interaction between two H-units is in general indicated by Hi*H j and based upon the exchange of 

the attributes of both, so eight attributes can be involved in this interaction, four with indices i and four 
with j.  
 
In principle, eight attributes may combine in a huge amount of possible chains, but fortunately most of 
them disappear because of an experimental fact of quantum mechanics. This says that the two 
characters of an electron, the particle- and the wave-character, cannot be observed simultaneously. 

Translating this to our attributes, two major important attributes Di  and U i , cannot appear 

simultaneously in one observation. This restriction is called the exclusion principle, saying that a 

joined pair containing Di cannot link with a joined pair containing U i , being of the same quality and 

the same H-unit. We will meet this again in Section 3, where this principle will be applied to space 
attributes, leading to a drastically reduction of the complexity of interacting H-units. 
 
In the next section, all allowed combinations of joined pairs of two H-units will be deduced and 
collected in a set called zipper, the central formula of twin physics. Then the moment is reached that 
we will transform these expressions into physical objects, according to some obvious rules, and 
ascribe actual energy to the resulting expressions, to obtain descriptions of phenomena. A part or the 

total of the potential energy of the interacting H-units Hi and H j will be transformed into real, 

observable objects, called H-events.  
 
A general zipper for more simultaneous interactions is not existing, so one zipper can deal with only 
two interacting H-units. But if the potential energy of an H-unit is not fully used in some interaction, 
which is mostly the case, then the H-unit may interact simultaneously with a third H-unit, as far as its 
attributes are available in an appropriate way, described by a second zipper. This is the way in which 
larger phenomena can be built up in an often surprisingly simple way. 
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The transformation of mathematical items into physical ones is a theoretical technique which was 
already used by Schrödinger in his famous equation [5]. This contains an imaginary part which 
disappears at the end of the derivation, which is the first example of an explicit transformation of 
mathematics into physics. At the time, scientists experienced this as a serious problem and called it 
the collapse of the wave function, because since the publication of the Principia of Newton, 
mathematics and physics were tacitly considered as being identical. We will use this technique again, 
this time without calling it a problem, since we consider mathematics only as a tool of physics. For 
instance, the fact that in mathematics we may use the infinite series of integers 1, 2, 3 and so on, to 
count similar objects, does not imply that the amount of grains of sand, or of other physical objects in 
the Universe have to be infinite; they may be countable infinite. 
 

3. SPACE ATTRIBUTES 
 
In this section we will define three-dimensional space attributes, to collect in the set of space 

attributes  of H-unit Hi . Lower indices indicate determinate attributes, upper indices 

indeterminate ones; the tildes indicate mathematical objects without a physical meaning. After that, 

we will define operators to connect all attributes of two H-units Hiand H jwith each other, to be able to 

describe their interaction. Finally we will define transformations of the obtained items into a physical 
three-dimensional space, an operation in which the tildes will disappear. 
 
First, we will define two complementary major attributes. The major determinate space attribute

 is defined as point of space ; it is the most converged spatial object we can choose. The 

major indeterminate attribute is defined as major space , in which is a finite sphere 

with central point excluded, having a real radius R and the border is excluded; R has an astronomic 

scale and so it is a major attribute. By definition  is an independent object, not a collection of 

points and so containing no specific location inside; for that reason, it is an indeterminate attribute. 

The two major attributes  and  are complementary with respect to each other and together 

they constitute a complete geometric system, being , so the conditions of Jammer [4] are satisfied.  
 
Next we will define two complementary minor attributes. The minor indeterminate space attribute 

 is defined as minor space , being a tiny sphere with central point , having radius r << R , 

its border excluded. The minor space is an indeterminate attribute for the same reason as the major 

space. As an obvious choice, the minor determinate attribute is defined as a thin layer upon , 

called pellicle, having an infinitesimally small width dr, with dr << r . This is a determinate attribute 

because it is a set of points having the same distance to , with an infinitesimal variation; it may be 

compared with the skin of an apple. Together and satisfy the conditions of Jammer. 

 

Then the set of space attributes of  can be written as the set of four elements: 

 

          (2) 

 
Because the space attributes of two distinct H-units, having no mark attributes, are supposed to be 

equal in size, the interaction between two H-units Hiand H j is completely determined by the relative 

distance of their points of space and with respect to each other. Only if the quality mark will be 

involved, a difference in size will be introduced; then the bridge between quantum mechanics and 

Hi
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astronomy will become clear. Note that, because no independent frame of reference is used to define 
space attributes, a movement of an H-unit is only possible with respect to another H-unit.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic geometrical representation of the set of space attributes 
 
The set of space attributes can be related to daily experience by comparing it with a house in the 

middle of a city: The address is , the city around this address is , the outer walls together are

and the space inside is .  

 

3.1 Space Interaction 
 
Now we are ready to consider the ways in which space attributes may connect to each other in an 

interaction of Hi and H
j
, written as Hi *H j . First, we will define an operator to connect attributes to 

joined pairs and after that, allowed connections of joined pairs will be deduced. 
 
A connection of one major and one minor attribute is called a joined pair and in general written as 
X y     (pronounced as ‘ X  joined with y ’), in which the join operator    is defined such, that X and

y , after being transformed into a physical space, are necessarily observed together. The members of 

a joined pair may be both determinate, both indeterminate or mixed. We will consider all possible 
types of pairs of two attributes.  
 

Two H-units Hi and H
j
in general have eight mixed joined pairs, being , , , 

 and four similar more with interchanged indices. Joined pairs belonging to one single H-

unit, called self-pairs, are , , , and four similar, having indices 

j. All together 16 distinct joined pairs exist.  
 

Next we need some rules for the join operator, to express joined pairs in attributes. We will start 

with joined pairs containing point of space . We would like to describe an object located in , 

having some spatial extension , as a first step to the description of an elementary particle. This is 
possible by defining: 
 

 if  , and  if ,                                                        (3) 

 

which means that, if the point of space is inside the minor space, it will be united with the minor 

space; if the point is outside of the minor space, the joined pair is empty. This implies that, if , 

then  in the centre of the (so of the same H-unit) is obtained, which will make it suitable to 
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describe an elementary particle. This definition is extended to more joined pairs containing and , 

so: 
 

 and .                                                       (4) 

 
Joined pairs of space attributes containing a major space are defined similarly, but adapted to the 
fact that the major space by definition is the largest attribute: 

 

  , and , 

, and                  (5) 

 
This means that, if a minor attribute exists inside a major space, the major space shrinks, as it were, 
to the minor space, so the joined pair is equal to the minor space. The self-pairs are obtained by 
taking equal indices in equations (3) through (5): 
 

, ,  and .                 (6) 

 
Next we will introduce the link operator µ  to connect joined pairs to chains. If X and Y are two 
joined pairs, then the definition of the chain X µY (pronounced as ‘ X  linked to Y ,’) is, that X and Y , 

after transformation into a physical space, occur combined in a physical observation. The conditions 
are: If X µY  then YµX , and if X =Y  then XµY = X ; moreover, XµÆ =Æ  (with Æ  being an empty 

set). Linking is not distributive over joining. For joined pairs of space, linking is defined as the 
intersection of X andY , written as X Ç Y . 

 
Then the interaction between H-units can be described as the set of all possible chains of joined 
pairs. There is a huge amount of possibilities to carry this out, but this reduces drastically by using the 
exclusion principle. This says that a joined pair containing a determinate major attribute cannot link 
with a joined pair containing an indeterminate major attribute of the same H-unit and the same quality. 

An example of a forbidden link is , because  and belong to the 

same H-unit Hi . An example of an allowed link is , because and 

belong to different H-units. So allowed chains may contain  and  (but not  or ), 

 and  (but not  or ),  and  (but not  or ) , or  and (but 

not  or ). So only four distinct chains meet the exclusion principle.   

 

We will consider the chain containing points of space  and , to see which joined pairs it 

contains. Because in twin physics all phenomena are supposed to be based upon complementarity, 

this chain has to contain also attributes representing the complement of  and . For , this 

could be  or ; however, the major space is forbidden because of the exclusion principle and 

so the chain contains minor space . For similar reasons it has to contain . Thus the joined pairs 
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can only be the self-pairs and , and the mixed joined pairs and . Then 

the chain containing  and  can be written as: 

 

        (7) 

 

In similar way the remaining three chains can be found. According to equations (3) through (6), the 

joined pairs reduce in all cases to a minor attribute, and so the chains reduce to intersections of 

minor attributes. This means that we lost all major information about the interacting H-units. Because 

we aim to reconcile large- and small-scale aspects, these four chains clearly are not enough to 

describe the physical reality. This can be solved by using a second mathematical description of the 

interaction, involving only major attributes. This is realized by stripping down each chain to the 

participating two major attributes. When in expression (7) all minor attributes are dropped, we obtain 

the stripped chain as a link of only the two major attributes:  
 

          (8) 

 

In this way, all stripped forms of the remaining three chains are , ,  

and . 

 
The chain of joined pairs will be collected with the stripped form of equation (8) to a set of two 

elements called space zip, indicated by z1 x( ), as:  

 

.      (9) 

 
The two elements of this zip describe subsequently the large- and the small-scale aspect of the 
interaction. The square brackets indicate that the mathematical items inside still have to be 
transformed in a three-dimensional physical space, to obtain the description of a phenomenon. Similar 
zips can be constructed for the remaining chains. Collecting the four space zips in a set, the general 

space zipper Zij x( ) for interaction Hi *H j is obtained as: 

 

 .   (10) 

 

The space zipper is completely defined by the positions of  and with respect to each other.  

 

Each space zip zn x( ), with nÎ 1, 2 , 3 , 4{ }, represents one type of interaction. Usually only one or 

two zips are non-empty; if two H-units have no interaction, not even by partly overlapping major 
spaces, the zipper is empty. The joined pairs in the zipper will be worked out by using equations (3) 
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through (6), depending on the specific case which is decided by the relative distance between Hi and

H j .  

 
Next the small- and large-scale elements of each zip have to be transformed into a three-dimensional 
physical space. 
 

The transformation of mathematical object  into a physical observation is indicated as  and 

defined as an operation which changes  into a physical object X ; then the tilde is removed. We 
assume that the spatial energy of an object is proportional to the size of its occupied space and the 
type of energetic space (mass or space).  
 
Space transformations of mathematical attributes into a three-dimensional physical space are defined 

as:  , called a real point of space; , called a macrospace, and 

, called a microspace. The transformation of pellicle is less obvious because it is a 

singular object. We define it as: 
 

,                                               (11) 

 
called a pelletspace, being a tiny three-dimensional sphere inside the coinciding or intersecting 
pellicles, having a diameter equal to the width of the pellicle. An everyday life object like this can be 
found in a bicycle as a ball in a ball bearing. 
 
The next step on the way to the description of an H-event, is to reconcile the large- and small-scale 
aspects for each zip, and so represent both aspects in one expression. The extreme character of the 
large-scale physical items, described by major attributes, will be softened by combining them with the 
corresponding small-scale items, described by minor attributes, according to a few preference rules. 
 
Reconciliation of large-scale determinate items (being points of space) with corresponding small-
scale ones, is realized by uniting them. Reconciliation of large-scale indeterminate items (being 
major spaces) with the corresponding small-scale ones, is realized by restricting them to the small-
scale ones. By this choice, the remaining part of the major space is not involved in the H-event, but on 
the other hand, we cannot say that it is not involved at all, as it is manifesting itself in the region 
occupied by the small-scale object, and so indeed the major space is represented.  
 
These rules for reconciliation will become clearer in the examples of next section. There we will also 
show how the last step can be carried out, which is the identification of the described physical object, 

called a Heisenberg-event (H-event), in general indicated by Wn x( )  (the Greek letter W  is related to 

the word ‘observation’). Mind that the described phenomenon can only be identified completely after 
having also deduced the zippers of time and mark.  
 

3.2 Space Interaction of Coinciding H-units 
 

We will consider the interaction of two coinciding H-units Hi and H
j
, characterized by  and 

called space case 1. Then also , and . Because in that case and

, the left element of zip z3 x( ) in equation (10), being , is empty. Similar, the left 
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element of zip z4 x( ) , being , is empty. Then, using equations (3) through (6) to work 

out the joined pairs for space case 1, space zipper (10) reduces to the set of two elements: 
 

.                                                                  (12) 

 
Transforming the mathematical items into a three-dimensional physical space, as defined in the 
previous section, the space zipper can be written in physical terms as: 
 

,                                                                  (13) 

 

in which Pi  is a real point of space, q si( )  a microspace, Q Si \Pi( )  a macrospace and  a 

pelletspace. We have to reconcile the small- and large-scale physical elements of each zip to one 

expression for each zip. Considering z1 x( ) , large-scale determinate item Pi  will be reconciled with 

the corresponding small-scale item si by uniting them, which in set-terms is written as Pi Èq si( ) . 

Considering z2 x( ), large-scale indeterminate item Q Si \Pi( ) will be reconciled with the corresponding 

small-scale item  by limiting the macrospace to the pelletspace. After this, the zipper can be 

written as a set of two physical objects, each described in one expression: 
 

.                                                                                            (14) 

 

As the last step, we have to identify the two zips. Zip z1 x( )  describes an object occupying the 

smallest space as available in the set of attributes, including its central point. We identify it with an 
elementary particle, so a mass, and ascribe a high energy density to it, proportional to the occupied 
space.  
 

Zip z2 x( ) describes a much smaller object, being pelletspace , existing at the surface of s ij . 

This spherical object is not occurring in the set of attributes; it is a result of the transformation 
definition. Although it has an infinitesimally small radius, it represents the complete pellicle and so its 
energy is supposed to have a high density; we call it a pellet particle. 
 

Then the set of space observations for interaction Hi *H j in space case 1 can be written as: 

 

 .                                                     (15) 

 

The first H-event, indicated by W1 , is for the time being identified with an elementary particle s ij , 

occupying microspace q si( )and localized by real point of space Pi . The second H-event, indicated 

by W2 , is the infinitesimally small pellet particle p ij , existing upon the surface of s ij . Their existence 

obviously is symbiotic, but they cannot be observed simultaneously, as they originate from distinct 
zips. 
 

Altogether, the potential energy of the two coinciding interacting H-units is conversed into actual 
energy and manifests itself in two H-events, both being particles. The first is a particle, having a 
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localized central point and a small spatial extension (if compared with a macrospace), the second is a 
much smaller pellet particle at its surface. The generated actual energy is proportional to the size of 

the overlapping regions, decided by the relative distance of  and . These two H-events have the 

same actual energy, but the rest energies of s ij and p ij  definitely are not equal. After having deduced 

the time and the mark zippers, they will tell us more about this interaction.  
 

4. TIME ATTRIBUTES 
 

Einstein [15] was convinced that time had to be considered in exactly the same way as space and, 
inspired by the results of Minkowski [16], carried this out by considering time as the fourth dimension 
after three spatial dimensions. On the other hand, he recommended to connect physical concepts to 
associated sensory perception, which is not in agreement with the concept of four-dimensional 
spacetime; nobody experiences space and time as a four-dimensional continuum. Another objection 
to consider space and time as a four-dimensional continuum is, that it implies that the past is 
observable, in contradiction with any physical experiment. If the past would play a role in physics, it 
should be observable and if it was observable, this would be in the present or maybe in the future. For 
that reason, the past is absent in twin physics.  
 
Our approach is to give time the same mathematical attributes as space, as Einstein suggested, but, 
differently to his conviction, time is considered as an independent, one-dimensional quality. The 

time attributes are simply defined as identical to each of the space attributes  , ,  and , 

only reduced to one dimension.  
 

Then the four time attributes will be indicated by , , and on a finite line segment , and 

H-unit Hi will be provided with the set of time attributes: 

 

,                                                                                             (16) 

 
subsequently called the major point of time, the future, the flash of time and the flying time.  
 

Major point of time , being the one-dimensional analogue of the point of space, is the first point of 

the line segment. Similar to the major space, future  is an open time interval (so the first and 

last points are not included), being the remaining part of the finite time axis. Similar to the pellicle, the 

flash of time is an infinitesimal small line segment, having a width of  and conceived as a 

change of the first order. 
 

A really new item in the set of time attributes is the analogue of the minor space, being flying time  

f i , which (after transformation into a real time axis) describes uncertainty of time. This addition to 

the classical conception of time is in agreement with the experimental fact that any measurement of 
time is cyclic and so the interval of time between two measured points never can be measured, no 
matter how small it may be. By choosing this time attribute, we anchored uncertainty in the basics of 
time, which has been overlooked in physics until now. The flying time is conceived as an extended 
presence. 
 
Like space attributes, time attributes are potential items; they only can become actual if H-units 
interact with each other and so in twin physics, time is produced by interacting H-units. Without 
interaction, time does not exist.  
 
The operations joining, linking and transforming are defined similarly as for space (see (3) through 
(6)). 
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Joined pairs of time attributes, containing a major point of time, are: 
 

 if , and  if , 

if   , and  if .                                                     (17) 

 
Joined pairs containing a future are defined as:  
 

 if  and  if ,               (18) 

 

if , and . 

 
Then the self-pairs are: 
 

; ; and .                           (19) 

 
Linking of joined pairs of time attributes is defined as their intersection. Then, using equation (19) for 

the self-pairs, the general time zipper Zij t( ) for interaction Hi *H j , having four time zips, can be 

written as:  
 

.   (20) 

 

The time zipper is completely defined by the positions of  and with respect to each other.  

 
The transformation of time attributes into a physical time axis is defined as an operation in which the 

mathematical axis of  transforms into a real time axis. The transformations are defined by  , 

called a real point of time;  , called the real future; , called the time 

differential, and , called the real flying time; the indication ‘real’ often will be dropped. 

 

After having transformed the elements of the time zips, each time zip zn t( ) contains information if the 

object, described by the corresponding space zip zn x( ) is static or dynamic, moving with a constant 

velocity or in acceleration, or if it cannot exist at all. 
 

Real point of time  can be recognized as the indication of a stopwatch; it may be called the 

mathematical presence. Real flying time f i is an indeterminate extension of ‘now’ and so the present 
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is not only conceived as a single point  upon the time axis, but as the interval TiÈ f i , which may 

be called the physical presence. Also, it reflects the experience that time is already gone when you 
press the stopwatch. It reflects the experimental fact that any physical measurement needs an interval 
of time, whatever small it may be. This is experienced by musicians, playing music and in the same 
time (the flying time) reading and hearing the notes of the next bar. It is not merely a feeling but a 
controllable feature of the human brain, as explained by Y. Joosten [22]. In normal situations the brain 
gathers all incoming information during about 3 seconds, with intervals of 20 tot 40 milliseconds, 
without distinguishing in time. Then a decision is taken about the present situation, after which the 
brain starts again collecting information and so the upper border of the flying time is the right position 

for the differential. The future Fi \Ti  is all remaining time after the mathematical presence; the part of 

the future after TiÈ f i  could be called the physical future.  

 
If two H-units are interacting, the time attributes become actual; however, depending on the type of 
interaction, interaction does not imply that time will run self-evident. Time runs only if a cyclic 
phenomenon is generated by the interaction, providing a clock. If the interaction is such that time 

indeed is running, a one-dimensional time axis will be generated and  jumps along this axis, each 

time when f i  has elapsed, taking the other time attributes with it.  

 

4.1 Time Interaction of Coinciding H-units  
 
Two H-units Hi and H

j
 may interact in 4 distinct time cases, each having a specific time zipper which 

is given in the appendix of [23] and [24]. For coinciding H-units, we will use time case 1, characterized 

by , similar to space case 1. Consequently, the other attributes are also equal. Then the time 

zipper is analogous to space zipper (12), with the space attributes interchanged by the corresponding 
time attributes. After transformation into a real time axis, the time zipper is: 
 

Z t( ) = z1 , z2{ } = Ti , f
i{ } , F i \Ti , t i{ }{ }.                                                                               (21) 

 
Combining time zipper (21) with space zipper (13), we obtain: 
 

.                                                     (22) 

 
The elements of the time zips will be reconciled in similar way as the space attributes in equation (14), 
resulting in the time-space zipper for time case 1 and space case 1 as: 
 

.                                                                               (23) 

 
Then equation (15) can be extended to the set of time and space observations, describing two H-
events: 
 

.                                                     (24) 
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We will consider which information the time zips add to the space descriptions of elementary particle 

s ij  and pellet particle p ij , as we deduced in the previous section. 

 

In zip z1 t ,x( ) , space item Pi Èq si( ) describes solid particle s ij ; time item Ti È f i  describes the 

extended presence. Only time attribute t i  can describe a change, but this is not indicated and so the 

velocity of the generated solid particle is zero. 
 

In zip z2 t ,x( ) , space item describes pellet particle p ij ; time item t i  describes a change of the 

first order, so the pellet particle moves across the surface of s ij . The two zips represent the same 

amount of energy and so the velocity of  p ij  is such, that the sum of its rest mass and its kinetic 

energy is equal to the rest mass of solid particle s ij .  

 
The two examples above show that a time zip acts as a label, attached to the corresponding spatial 
observation, informing us about the status of the energy. An empty label indicates a potential physical 
existence, being timeless. A non-empty label indicates the actual existence of an H-event and informs 

us whether it occurs in point of time Ti   , in the flying time f i , in the future Fi \Ti , moving (indicated 

byt i ), or combinations of them.  

 

5. THE ZIPPER IN GENERAL 
 
In the original publication of this paper, we kept the possibility open that zipper could appear in the 
first and the second order. The idea was that the zipper of the first order contained eight zips of two 
joined pairs, and the zipper of the second order contained four zips of four joined pairs. Later it 
became clear that the zipper of the first order did not add more information about the interaction as 
the zipper of the second order, so that zipper was dropped. 
 

In this section we will derive the zipper for the general set of attributes, as introduced in equation (1). 
For convenience we will repeat this set: 
 

h
i
= D

i
,U

i
, d
i
, u
i{ } ,                                                                                                         (25) 

 

in which the four elements are mathematical items, being two by two complementary. The reason to 
do this, is that we want to derive the mark zipper in the next section by using the general zipper. In the 
original paper, the derivation was carried out before inserting the attributes of time or space, but this is 
a rather cumbersome deduction and so here we will give only the result. Then the general zipper for 

two interacting H-units H
i
and H

j
, having in general sets of attributes h

i
and h

j
 (25), is written as the 

set of four elements:  
 

                           (26) 
 

A verification can be obtained by inserting the attributes of space (2) in equation (26), working out the 
joined pairs according to definitions (3) through (6), and carrying out joining and linking. Then indeed 
we obtain space zipper (10). 
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Because of the principle of exclusion, distinct zips cannot be observed simultaneously, so when one 
zip appears as an H-event, the other zips are not observable, although they may contain actual 
energy.  
 
Requiring that corresponding large- and small-scale observations are compatible, zips are only 
observable if large and small observations have at least one point in common. If not, the complete zip 
will be replaced by an empty set and its energy stays potential. This requirement can be compared 
with a closed everyday zipper, having left and right ‘teeth’ which have to be in contact with each other 
to be useful.  
 

6. MARK ATTRIBUTES 
 
In Sections 3 and 4 we defined time and space attributes, together with operators for interacting H-
units; we transformed the results into physical time and space and found descriptions for physical 
phenomena, but without involving charges and electromagnetic fields. Now we will introduce the third 
quality, created to distinguish an H-unit from another one, which is called ‘mark’, indicated by q. Once 
you can grasp the previous chapters about time and space, this derivation is rather straightforward, 
without complicated mathematical operations. We only have to define mark attributes and suitable 
operators, after which they will be inserted in the general zipper (26). The obtained mark zipper may 
look rather frightening, but in most time and space cases it reduces to a manageable expression.   
 
The basic idea of the quality ‘mark’ is to create a set of attributes such, that an entire H-unit can be 
distinguished from another, like having an identity. A basic type of identity can be found in everyday 
life at a referendum giving three possibilities, being “you agree, you do not degree or you do not vote”. 
This can be expressed mathematically as plus, minus or zero; the mark attributes are defined similar.  
 
Four mark attributes will be defined in mathematical time and three-dimensional mathematical space, 
but independent from the sets of time and space attributes. Different from time and space attributes, 
mark attributes will not be limited in time and space, exactly like in the classical way of thinking. Only 
after having transformed the accompanying time and space zips into physical time and space, the 
transformed mark zips will be limited to the physical reach of the zips and the H-event will be enriched 
with actual electromagnetic items. 
 

In order to mark point of space  in a major determinate way, a real constant number  is defined, 

being positive or negative, so . To mark it in a major indeterminate way, an imaginary 

constant number  (with i = - 1 ) is chosen, so . For the minor attributes, the units 

of these numbers will be chosen, so di q( ) = 1  and ui q( ) = i  (with i = - 1 ). Inserting the four 

attributes to mark  in equation (25), we obtain the set of mark attributes for point of space  as: 
 

 .                                                                                             (27) 

 

In order to mark major space , we need vector fields. For the major determinate mark 

attribute, we choose a three-dimensional, radial oriented, time dependent vector field  , 

having a source of strength  in , so . For convenience, the mathematical time 

and space dependency will be suppressed, and so we write . One vector of  will be 

indicated by ; it is called positive if it points from  to infinity. Note that in point  this field is not 

defined. Applying the divergence theorem of the first law of Gauss, using , 

yields the requirement:  
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 .                                                                                                          (28) 

 

For the major indeterminate mark attribute of , we choose a three-dimensional time dependent 

vector field  with central point  , having one vector in each point, so . The 

mathematical time and space dependency will be suppressed, so we write . One vector of 

 will be indicated by ; its direction is tangent to a spherical surface and is the central point. 
Adjacent vectors may point in an infinite variety of directions and moreover there is no information 

about the absolute value of . Note that in  the field is not defined. To be absolutely sure that this 

field is perfectly indeterminate, we add the principle of uniqueness to the definition of , saying that: 
 

                                                                                                                                   (29) 

 

for any two H-units Hi  and H j . Then the marking-fields  and  are in each point perpendicular 

to each other, so , and because is radial, is:  

 

 .                                                                                                          (30) 

 
Next we need minor attributes for the mark set. They may be chosen in an arbitrary way, as long as 
they are complementary and excluding each other. It is obvious to choose operators for them, such, 
that by the interaction, derivations of space and time may be generated. The most basic operators are 

the nabla operator  and the time derivative . The first will be considered as a determinate 

and the second as an indeterminate attribute, so we choose and . They are 

complementary, excluding each other and together constituting an infinitesimal unit of space and time. 
The absence of indices indicates that they are supposed to be identical for all marked H-units. 

Inserting the four attributes to mark  in equation (25), we obtain the set of mark attributes for 

major space  as: 

 

.                                                                                             (31) 

 
We want to mark both the point of space and the major space of the H-unit, so we combine the 

determinate attributes  and  to the major determinate set of two elements . 

Similar we combine the items  and to the major indeterminate set , the 

items 1 and  to the minor determinate set , and the items i  and  to the minor 

indeterminate set . Then the complete set of mark attributes of H-unit Hi  is: 

 

.                                                     (32) 
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Each attribute is a set of two elements, subsequently being the so-called electric set, the magnetic 
set, the minor determinate set and the minor indeterminate set. Mind that in this expression the letter i 
has a double meaning, being an index as well as the unit of imaginary numbers. 
 
We have to define the operations joining, linking and transforming of mark attributes for numbers 

(describing ) and fields (describing the space around ) separately. 
 
Joined pairs for fields are defined by allowing minor attributes to act upon major attributes, such that 

field variations are introduced in the descriptions. We will define joining of vector field  with, 

subsequently, the minor attributes  and  by: 

 

 and  ,                                                                                (33) 

 

in which is a vector-product. Two examples of joined pairs are:  

 

 and  ,                                         (34) 

 

In similar way the remaining joined pairs of H
i
 and H

j
 are obtained. All together we have:  

 

, , , , , ,  and .                           (35) 

 

Joined pairs for numbers are defined by multiplication of major attributes with the minor attributes 1 

and i , so we obtain successively  , ,  , , , ,  and 

, reducing to the numbers: 

 

, , , ,  and .                                                                                (36) 

 
Because minor mark attributes are identical for all H-units, there is no distinction between mixed pairs 
and self-pairs. Inserting the major mark attributes and the joined pairs (35) in general zipper (26), we 

obtain the general mark zipper for H
i
 and H

j
as: 

 

              (37) 
 

The number in the left element of the second zip z2 q( ) , being , transforms in all 

cases to zero; in z3 q( ) it transforms to Qi and in z3 q( ) to Qj . 

 
Linking of joined pairs for fields is defined as vector addition, but linking of equal vector fields results 

in the single vector field, so if , then  (because of the concept of identity). 
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Linking of joined pairs for numbers is defined as numerical addition, but linking of equal numbers 

results by definition in a single number, so if , then  .  

 
Transformation for fields is defined as an operation which changes mathematical fields in 
electromagnetic fields and ascribes electromagnetic energy to it. The transformations are defined by: 
 

; ; ; .                                                     (38) 

 

and so on. A zero field transforms into the empty set Æ , so Oéë ùû = Æ . 

 

Transformations for numbers is defined as an operation which changes mathematical attributes in 
electromagnetic charges and ascribes electromagnetic energy to it, by taking the real part of the 
complex number. Thus  
 

,  and ,                                                                   (39) 

 

in which Qi  is a positive electric charge, so interacting marked H-units may generate a positive, a 

zero or a negative charge.  
 

6.1 The Mark Zipper for Equally Marked H-units 
 

We will consider the mark zipper for positively marked, coinciding H-units Hi and H j , so  

and . Note that equally marking is not possible for , due to the principle of uniqueness 

saying that for any two H-units.  
 

Inserting equal numbers and electric fields in the mark zipper (37), only the first element will change 

into ; in the rest of the zipper, only the indices j  change to i , without the 

possibility to reduce them further. However, there is a limiting condition, based upon our 

conceivement of the quality ‘mark’ as being an identity of an H-unit. We require that for two interacting 

H-units, being maximum identical (equally marked, having coinciding points of time and space), the 

quality ‘mark’ adds no new items to the resulting H-event; we will call this identity protection. 

Because the large-scale elements (the left elements of the zips in equation (37)), containing only 

individual items of each of the H-units, will remain untouched in all cases, new items could only be 

field derivatives, emerging from joined mark attributes in the small-scale elements (being the right 

elements). For that reason, we require that for the coinciding H-units all small-scale mark elements 

reduce to zero. We will examine each of the four zips subsequently, to find out which restrictions are 

required to realize this. 
 

In the first mark zip z1 q( )  of equation (37), the small-scale aspect is . Because no other H-

units are defined in this system and the H-units are coinciding, there is no possibility of movement, so 

 cannot change and 
 

.                      (40) 
 

Obviously, this zip does not require a restriction. In the second mark zip z2 q( ) , the small-scale 

aspect   reduces only to (because for any two H-units), 
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and so the corresponding small-scale aspect , never will disappear, no matter what 

is the type of interaction.  
 

The only solution at hand is the requirement that each of these two joined pairs  and is 

equal to the small-scale aspect of zip z1 q( ) , being , because according to equation (40) this 

is a zero field, so we introduce the restriction 
 

,         (41) 

 

which must be valid for each index. Then the small-scale element of z2 q( )reduces to a zero field.  

In the third mark zip z3 q( ) , by using equations (40) and (41), the small-scale elements can be 

reduced to: 
 

 ,     (42) 

 

and the fourth mark zip z4 q( )can be reduced in similar way. We require each of these small-scale 

mark aspects to be zero, so we obtain again a restriction (for each index): 
 

.         (43) 
 

The two conditions (41) and (43) are a guarantee that a marked H-unit, if it is at any moment 
interacting with another one in the most identical way, the mark attributes stay untouched and so 
identity protection is realized. Note that it is essential in the deduction above that minor mark 
attributes are equal for all H-units. 
 

In the introduction of the major mark attributes, we obtained already two conditions, being the 
equations (28) and (30). Together with the two new conditions (41) and (43), the four obtained 
conditions can be recognized as the laws of Maxwell: 
 

,                                                     (44) 

 

The difference with his formulation, expressed by the tildes, is that Maxwell considered the fields and 
field derivatives as physical descriptions, whilst we will take one step more by transforming the 
mathematical into physical field items. This results in field items which are not infinite, but reach only 
as far as the major spaces allow. Using these four conditions in specific cases, the mark zipper 
reduces considerably.  
 

We apply these restrictions to the mark zipper for coinciding H-units and carry out the transformations, 
so the link-operators µ  change into +  and the tildes disappear. Then the resulting mark zipper for 
equally marked, coinciding H-units is:  
 

Z q( ) =

Qi ,Ei{ } ,O{ }
0 , Bi+ B j( ){ } ,O{ }
Qi ,Ei + B

j{ } ,O{ }
Qi ,Ei + B

i{ } ,O{ }

ì

í

ï
ï
ïï

î

ï
ï
ï
ï

ü

ý

ï
ï
ïï

þ

ï
ï
ï
ï

.                                                                                            (45) 
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Combining this with time-space zipper (23), we see that only zips z1 t ,x( )and z2 t ,x( )  are non-empty. 

Then the time space mark zipper of equally charged H-units Hi  and H j , coinciding in time and 

space, can be written as: 
 

,                                         (46) 

 
in which the rooflets above the fields indicate that they exist only inside the corresponding spatial 

objects. Charge Qi  is attached to Pi , field E
⌢
i  is restricted to microspace q si( ) . Then the set of 

observations (24) can be extended to the time space mark set of observations of two coinciding, 
equally marked H-units as: 
 

.                                        (47) 

 

H-event W1describes elementary particles ij carrying charge Qi , and inside the field E
⌢
i exists, so a 

part of the potential energy of the two H-units is transformed into actual electromagnetic energy, 
stored in the real point of space and its surrounding microspace. The particle can be identified with a 
proton. 
 

In H-event W2 , the energy of the restricted magnetic field B
⌢i
+ B
⌢j

is stored in microspace . 

Pellet particle p ij  moves across the surface of s ij and because this will cause a magnetic spin, we 

call it a spin particle. 
 
Because an H-unit is defined as an elementary amount of potential energy, a marked H-unit can 
spend less energy to spatial objects than a neutral H-unit (having no set of mark attributes). In the 

following we will indicate a neutral H-unit as H0i , having its potential energy entirely available for 

space features, whilst a marked H-unit, indicated by Hi , has to spend a part of its potential energy on 

charge and electromagnetic features. Thus, the spatial proportions of Hi  are reduced with 

respect to H0i . We suppose that generating charges and fields requires so much energy, compared 

with the generation of space, that neutral major space  has an astronomic size and marked 

major space  only a molecular size or somewhat larger, but anyhow that . We 

suppose that also . 

 

The huge difference between marked and neutral H-units, together with the possibility of interacting in 

a mixed way as Hi * H0 , forms the bridge between quantum mechanics and astronomy. 

 

7. PHOTONS  
 
In this paper we want to describe a photon, a massless electromagnetic item which can travel over a 

large distance. To achieve this, we need at least one neutral H-unit H01 to supply a large space, and 

one marked H-unit H2  to supply electromagnetic features, so .  
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Next we have to choose a space case. In previously papers we discovered that mass is generated by 
H-units with intersecting minor spaces and pellicles, so now we will choose their mutual distance 
such, that minor spaces and pellicles have empty intersections. On the other hand, the H-units must 
be close enough to be able to interact, so their major spaces must have a non-empty intersection. 
Because we want to describe a major point, being the localization of the photon, we choose the 

relative position of the H-units such that  and . This corresponds to space 

case 7C (appendix of [23] and [24]), characterized by these two conditions and .  

 
The size of time attributes is not affected by marking, because they do not store energy and so they 
are equal for marked and neutral H-units. Because we want to deal with time in an analogous way as 
with space, we choose the most similar time case, which is time case 3 (appendix of [23] and [24]) 

characterized by ,  and . Time case 3 is divided in two sub-cases 3A and 3B 

and so it includes two distinct zippers.   
 
For H01 *H2  , the time zipper in time case 3A is: 

 

Z012 t( ) = Æ , F01\T01Ç F
2 ,Æ{ } , T01 ,Æ{ } ,Æ{ },                                                                  (48) 

 
and for time case 3B, indicated by mirrored indices: 
 

Z201 t( ) = Æ , F2 \T2 Ç F
01 ,Æ{ } ,Æ , T2 ,Æ{ }{ }.                                                                   (49) 

 
The zipper in time case 3A has an empty fourth zip and in time case 3B an empty third zip. 
 
The space zipper in space case 7C is:  
 

Z012 x( ) = Æ , Q S01\P01 Ç S
2 \P2( ) ,Æ{ } , P01 ,Æ{ } , P2 ,Æ{ }{ }  .                                        (50) 

 

This zipper contains three non-empty zips. If combined with time case 3A, space zip z3 x( )will appear; 

if combined with time case 3B, space zip z4 x( )will appear. We will consider them subsequently, both 

combined with the same space zipper (50). 
 

Next we consider the mark zipper. When an unmarked H-unit H01interacts with a marked one H2 , the 

mark zipper is obtained by dropping the not-existing fields and charges of H01  in (37). Then we 

obtain: 
 

                       (51) 
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First, we will consider the case for H01 *H2  (the time mirrored interaction H2 *H01will be considered 

in Section 7.1). Transforming the mark zipper, imaginary number  in the large-scale mark 

element of z3 t , x , q( )  will transform to zero. The small-scale zip element of z3 q( )  will transform to the 

set:  
 

,                                                                               (52)  

 
because the two parts have different dimensions. Combining time zipper (48) with space zipper (50) 
and mark zipper (51), considering only elements having a non-empty time-zip, the time space mark 

zipper is Z012 t,x,q( ) = z2 , z3{ } , written as: 

 

Z012 t,x,q( ) =
F01\T01Ç F

2 ,Q S01\P01Ç S
2 \ P2( ), 0 ,B2{ }{ }, Æ ,Æ ,Ñ´ B2{ }{ }

T01 , P01, 0 ,B
2{ }{ }, Æ ,Æ , Ñ´B2 , ¶B2/ ¶t{ }{ }{ }

ì

í
ïï

î
ï
ï

ü

ý
ïï

þ
ï
ï

.              (53) 

 

In zips z2  and z3 , both small-scale time and space elements (at the right) are empty.  

 

In zip z2 , the time label is F01\T01Ç F
2( ) ; in zip z

3
, the time label is T01.  

 
The fields are mathematically defined as infinite; however, the large-scale time and space aspects of 

z2 restrict the magnetic field B2  to interval of time F01\T01Ç F
2and macrospace Q S01\ P01Ç S

2 \ P2( ).  
The small-scale element Ñ´ B2  in z2  has empty small-scale time and space elements, so it is 

independent of time and space; because the large-scale element does contain items of time and 

space, it is compatible and thus Ñ´ B2  is actual existing.  

 

Space independency of Ñ´ B2  implies, that the field exists in the complete spatial region of 

interaction. Time independency implies that ¶ Ñ´ B2( ) / ¶ t =O. Because of the field conditions (44),

Ñ´ B2 is equal to ¶E2 /¶t , so ¶2E2 / ¶t
2=O  and thus the electric field is restricted by the condition 

 

¶E2 /¶t = C  ,                                                                                                                      (54) 

 

in which C  is a constant field. This implies that the center of E2, being P2 , moves with a constant 

velocity. This is possible in two ways: by circling around P01  (implying that P2  also circles around P01
) or by moving to or from P01 .  

 

First, we consider the possibility of circling. Note that in twin physics, a physical item may circle 
around with a constant velocity without introducing acceleration, because the spaces are defined as 
spherical objects.  
 

Zip z2describes magnetic fieldB2 and field derivative Ñ´ B2 in the common future F01\T01Ç F
2   in 

macrospace Q S01\ P01Ç S
2 \ P2( ) , so its actual energy is divided over space energy and 

electromagnetic energy.  
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Zip z
3
 describes only electromagnetic energy, which can be stored only in P01 . To this point is a set 

of electromagnetic items attached, being Ñ´B2 , ¶B2/ ¶t{ } . Because of the absence of small-scale 

time and space elements, these field derivatives are independent of time and space. They are 

restricted to point P01 , so they will appear as the set of vectors Ñ´b2 , ¶b2/ ¶t{ }  attached to P01 . 

Besides, in the large-scale element the field B2 is indicated, which also is restricted to P01  and 

indicated by the vector b2 . Then time space mark zipper (53) can be written as: 
 

Z012 t,x,q( ) =
F01\T01Ç F

2 ,Q S01\ P01Ç S
2 \ P2( ), B2 ,Ñ´ B2{ }{ }{ }

T01 , P01 , b
2 , Ñ´b2 , ¶b2/¶t{ }{ }{ }{ }

ì

í
ïï

î
ï
ï

ü

ý
ïï

þ
ï
ï

.                           (55) 

 

In zip z2 t , x , q( ), all electromagnetic information about macrospace Q S01\ P01Ç S
2 \ P2( ) is collected 

in the set B2 ,Ñ´ B2{ }, so magnetic energy is stored in it. 

 

Zip z3 t , x , q( )  describes a neutral, massless point particle in P01  at point of time T01 . All 

electromagnetic information about this point is collected in the set b2 , Ñ´b2 , ¶b2/ ¶t{ }{ }, indicating 

that magnetic energy is stored in P01 . The point particle circles with a constant velocity around P2  , 

acting as a clock, so time is running.  
 

Because major space H01 has an astronomic radius, the track of the circling particle may resemble a 

straight line. Because the distance between P01  and P2  plays no role in the expression, its velocity 

and energy is independent of the mutual distance. We identify the generated particle as a photon, the 
elementary particle without mass and charge, carrying electromagnetic energy through space with a 
constant velocity. The photon follows a curved path, as also described in the theory of general 
relativity.  
 

Then we can write the set of observations W012 t,x,q( ) = W2 ,W3{ }as:  

 

W012 t ,x,q( ) =
Q012 F01\T01Ç F

2 ,Q S01\P01Ç S
2 \ P2( ), B2 ,Ñ´ B2{ }{ }

g 012 T01 , P01, b
2 , Ñ´b2 , ¶b2/ ¶t{ }{ }{ }

ì

í
ï

î
ï

ü

ý
ï

þ
ï

,                           (56) 

 

containing the macrospace Q012 and the photon g 012 . 

 
In twin physics, we suppose that all observable phenomena are described by complementary items of 
space, but this case we have a particle consisting of only a point of space, without any small-scale 
addition. This does not imply that the phenomenon does not exist, as a point of time is indicated, only 
that it is not observable. So the experimental fact that a traveling photon cannot be observed, agrees 

with zip z
3
t , x , q( ) , containing no small-scale items of time and space.  

 

Second, we consider the possibility that P2moves straight to or from P01 . A movement to each other 

will be finished as soon as the minor spaces of H01and H2  touch each other, because then another 
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space case starts. From that moment, the energy of H-units can be spent on mass, which is identified 

as the absorption of the photon. In case P2 and P01move from each other, the photon will annihilate 

as soon as the major spaces do not overlap anymore. Then the H-units stop to interact and the 
electromagnetic energy will be transformed back to potential mark energy. Because we know 
experimentally that photons may travel during years, the major space of a neutral H-unit is supposed 
to have a radius of astronomic size. These phenomena are not cyclic and thus time is not running; it is 
a one-off phenomenon. 
 

7.1 The Time Mirrored Interaction 
 
Next we will consider time case 3B, called the time mirrored case and indicated by H2 *H01(note that 

the space zipper is not mirrored). Then z3 t , x , q( ) = Æ  and the small-scale zip element of z4 q( ) 
transforms to the set:  
 

.                                                                               (57)  

 
Combining time zipper (49) with space zipper (50) and mark zipper (51) and reducing them in similar 

way as above, the time-space-mark zipper Z201 t,x,q( ) = z2 , z4{ }can be written as: 

 

Z201 t,x,q( ) =
F01Ç F2 \T2 ,Q S01\ P01Ç S

2 \ P2( ), B2 ,Ñ´ B2{ }{ }{ }
T2 , P2 , Q2 ,E2{ }{ }, ¶E2 /¶t ,Ñ´E2{ }{ }

ì

í
ï

î
ï

ü

ý
ï

þ
ï

                           (58) 

 

Zip z2 describes the same macrospace as in the previous case, with interchanged major points of 

time.  
 

The difference with the previous case ( H01 *H2 ) is, that in zip z4  a charge Q2  is attached to P2 , so it 

cannot describe a photon. Again, no space energy can be stored and so this zip represents only 

electromagnetic energy, stored in P2 .  

 

According to the small-scale mark element, the set with electromagnetic field items ¶E2 / ¶t ,Ñ´E2{ } 

is time and space independent, so the electric field is restricted by condition (54) and so the center of 

E2, being P2 , moves with a constant velocity by circling around P01 , or by moving to or from P01 . The 

field derivatives will appear as the set of vectors ¶e2 / ¶t ,Ñ´e2{ }, attached to P2 . Besides, in the 

large-scale element the field E2 is indicated, restricted to P01  and indicated by vector e2 . Then time 

space mark zipper (58) can be written as: 
 

Z201 t,x,q( ) =
F01Ç F2 \T2 ,Q S01\ P01Ç S

2 \ P2( ), B2 ,Ñ´ B2{ }{ }{ }
T2 , P2 , Q2 , e2{ }, ¶e2 / ¶t ,Ñ´ e2{ }{ }{ }{ }

ì

í
ï

î
ï

ü

ý
ï

þ
ï

.                           (59) 

 

If the particle in P2  circles with a constant velocity around P01 , it acts as a clock and time is running. 

Because the distance to P01  plays no role in the expression, the velocity of the particle is independent 

of the distance to P2  , so this has no influence upon the energy of the point particle.  
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The point particle is generated by the same interaction as above, where a photon is generated in time 
case 3A. Previously we were not able to identify this object and so we called it for the time being an 
anti-photon as they have opposite charges in complex sense. However, in the mean time we 
discovered that this object can be identified with an electron [18]. Then the set of observations 

W201 t,x,q( ) = W2 ,W4{ }can be written as: 

 

W201 t,x,q( ) =
Q201 F01Ç F 2 \T2 ,Q S01\ P01Ç S

2 \ P2( ), B2 ,Ñ´ B2{ }{ }
e201 T2 , P2 , Q2 , e2{ }, ¶e2 /¶t ,Ñ´ e2{ }{ }{ }

ì

í
ï

î
ï

ü

ý
ï

þ
ï

.                           (60) 

 

The macrospace is indicated by Q201 and the electron by e201 . It is remarkable that in the mirrored 

time interaction not a photon, but an electron will be generated. This implies that the electron 
potentially exists if the photon appears, and that the photon potentially exists if the electron appears.  
 

If P01  and P2  move to each other with a constant velocity, than the electron will be annihilated as 

soon as the minor spaces of H01and H2 touch each other. Then the energy can easily be conversed 

into a photon, generated by the mirrored interaction. It is common experimental knowledge that the 
generation as well as annihilation of a photon is accompanied by an accelerated charge, being the 
only constant feature of the origin and termination of an electromagnetic wave and usually considered 
as the origin of the photon.  
 

If P01  and P2  move away from each other, the electron will be annihilated as soon as the major 

spaces do not overlap each other anymore. 
 

8. THE ENERGY OF A PHOTON 
 
In this section we consider the energy of the photon. The exchange of energy, the transport of energy 
through space, quantization of energy and annihilation will subsequently be considered. 
 

8.1 Exchange of Energy 
 

The two H-events g 012 and e201, identified with a photon and an electron, respectively, are described 

by distinct zippers, having the same space and mark zippers, but mirrored time zippers. In their zips, a 

remarkable feature about their connection is hidden. We will repeat H-event W3  of equation (56), 

describing a photon: 
 

W3 = g 012 T01, P01 , b
2 , Ñ´b2 , ¶b2/¶t{ }{ }{ } ,                                                                  (61) 

 

and H-event W4 in equation (60), describing an electron: 

 

W4 = e201 T2 , P2 , Q2 , e2{ }, ¶e2 / ¶t ,Ñ´ e2{ }{ }{ } .                                                                  (62) 

 

Photon g 012  is neutral and dressed up with a magnetic field vector and its derivatives; electron e201is 

charged and dressed up with an electric field vector and its derivatives. These H-events originate in 

two mirrored time variants of one and the same interaction between H01and H2 . This might reveal the 

entanglement of electric and magnetic fields to an electromagnetic field and the continuous exchange 
of energy between the two H-events. 
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8.2 Transport of Energy 
 
We suppose that H-event (61) in time case 3B contains the same amount of energy as H-event (62) in 
time case 3A, because the space and mark cases are equal. For both, this is only electromagnetic 

energy, transported through space by P01  and P2 , respectively, as they circle around each other or 

move to or from each other with a constant velocity indicated by c . The requirement for a constant 

velocity of an arbitrary field function F t ,x( ) is: 

 

¶F t ,x( ) / ¶t = c ´ ¶F t ,x( ) / ¶x .                                                                                             (63) 

 

H-event W3  of equation (61) contains a large-scale vector b2 , of which we know that its time and 

space derivations are zero, so we have to insert for F only the small scale electromagnetic element: 
 

¶ Ñ´b2+ ¶b2/ ¶t( ) /¶ t = c ´ ¶ Ñ´b2+ ¶b2/ ¶t( ) / ¶x .                                                                  (64) 

 
By using the field conditions (44), this can be reduced to: 
 

¶ ¶e2/ ¶t + ¶b2/ ¶t( ) / ¶t = c ´ ¶ ¶e2/ ¶t + ¶b2/ ¶t( ) / ¶x ,                                                     (65) 

 
and further to: 
 

¶2e2/ ¶t
2+ ¶2b2/ ¶t2 = c ´ ¶2e2/ ¶t¶x + ¶2b2/ ¶t ¶x( ) .                                                     (66) 

 

In H-event W4 of equation (62), charge Q2  adds an amount of energy to the field energy 

¶e2 / ¶t + Ñ´e2 . Because the energy of charge is constant, it will disappear in equation (63). Inserting 

only the small-scale electromagnetic items, we obtain: 
 

¶ ¶e2 / ¶t + Ñ´e2( ) / ¶t = c ´ ¶ ¶e2 / ¶t + Ñ´ e2( ) / ¶x .                                                     (67) 

 

By using the field conditions (44), we obtain 

¶2e2/ ¶t
2- ¶2b2/ ¶t2 = c ´ ¶2e2/ ¶t¶x - ¶2b2/ ¶t ¶x( ) .                                                     (68) 

 

Equations (66) and (68) stay valid if we add their left and right parts, resulting in 
 

¶2 e2/ ¶t
2 = c ´ ¶2e2/ ¶t ¶x ,                                                                                            (69) 

 
which can be written as 
 

¶ ¶e2/ ¶t( ) / ¶t = c ´ ¶ ¶e2/ ¶t( ) / ¶x .                                                                               (70) 

 

Similar, by subtracting both left and right parts of (66) and (68), we obtain 
 

¶ ¶b2/ ¶t( ) / ¶t = c ´ ¶ ¶b2/ ¶t( ) / ¶x .                                                                               (71) 

 

Thus the requirement of equation (63) is satisfied, so indeed the actual energetic propagation through 
space occurs with a constant velocity c, which we identify with the velocity of light. 
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8.3 Quantization of Energy 
 
The distance between the two points of space P01  and P2  is not represented in the zippers and so 

the actual energy of a photon is independent of their distance. This implies that, in case the photon in 

P01  is circling around P2 , its energy depends only on the frequency of circling, indicated by n . If we 

choose the largest possible time of one cycle as a natural unit of time and indicate this by n1 , than the 

energy of the photon is a constant, which can be identified as Planck’s constant h . Obviously n1 = 1. 

 

The interaction between H01 and H2  is supposed to be more intense in case the H-units are closer, 

so the closer they are, the more actual energy will be generated and the higher the energy of the 

photon will be. The lowest energy is reached for frequency n1 = 1 , when the distance between the two 

H-units is as large as possible without losing contact; this distance is written as P01 P2
1 , the upper 

index corresponding with that of the frequency. The highest energy is reached for frequency nn  ; then 

distance P01P2
n is as small as possible, so the pellicles are as close to each other as possible, but not 

yet touching. 
 
The remaining question is the dependence of the photon energy on the frequency. Because the time 
of one cycle at the lowest frequency is a unit of time, the frequency in general is an integer, and 
because the velocity is constant, the photon has a quantized energy. The lowest energy level is h , so 
it is obvious to suppose a linear relationship as: 
 

E = h ´n  .                                                                                                                      (72) 

 
This is the famous equation as was in 1900 intuitively introduced by Max Planck, to explain black 
body radiation. It expresses that energy transfer by an electromagnetic field is quantized and this 
agrees with many experimental results. In the rest of his life, Planck was not able to deduce this 
theoretically; apparently twin physics gives a step closer to the solution.  
 
In many cases it is practical to combine h , with 2p to the common expression , called the 

Dirac constant or the reduced Planck constant. When the photon in P01  travels one cycle around P2  

with velocity c , it covers a distance of 2p ´ P01 P2
n  and the elapsed time is 2p ´ P01P2

n( ) / c . Then the 

frequency of the photon is n = c / 2p ´ P01 P2
n( ) , which has to be an integer. The essential point is that 

the distance P01P2
n  cannot act as a variable, because it is a specific, constant distance out of a series 

of distances, each corresponding to one specific frequency. If for frequency nn the distance is written 

as P01P2
nand we insert this in (72), the energy of the photon can be written as:  

 

 .                                                                               (73) 

 
For radio waves with the extreme low frequency of 1 Hz, the distance R is about 48,000 km, whereas 
for gamma rays with the extreme high frequency of 3.1020 Hz, R is 1.6 x 10 -13 m [25]. This shows 
that H-units combine extremes in dimensions, originating in their set of space attributes, being from 
astronomic down to sub-atomic sizes.  
 
Photons can be considered as the dynamic manifestations of energy in time. By cyclic movement, a 
natural unit of time is generated and thus a time axis develops. The amount of cycles per second 
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determines their energy, in that way betraying the existence of space, so the circling photon-electron-
pair reveals the connection between space and time.  
 

8.4 The Term of a Photon 
 
We considered two ways in which the photon in P01  can move: circling around P2  (the location of the 

potential electron) or moving in a straight line towards or from it. If it moves to or from P2 , obviously it 

will be annihilated as soon as the pellicles of the H-units touch each other, or if the major spaces do 
not overlap anymore. The circling possibility seems the most stable one, but when we take a closer 
look, this cannot be an infinite stability, because the circling photon acts as a clock and then the time 
is running. In everyday life we know that because of the running of time, all processes have a finite 
duration, even the stars, so we want to find out if the interaction between the two H-units also has a 
finite duration of life. The set of H-events (56) will be repeated here: 
 

W012 t ,x,q( ) =
Q012 F01\T01Ç F

2 ,Q S01\P01Ç S
2 \ P2( ), B2 ,Ñ´ B2{ }{ }

g 012 T01 , P01, b
2 , Ñ´b2 , ¶b2/ ¶t{ }{ }{ }

ì

í
ï

î
ï

ü

ý
ï

þ
ï

.               (74) 

 

The circling photon g 012 can be considered as a clock. Then time elapses, so T01 jumps repeatedly 

over the time axis, each time if the flying time is expired. If we suppose that T2 (in this case being the 

first point of the time-axis) is not changing, because it is not present in the time label, then the 

distance between T2 and T01 increases. If the photon continues to circle around P2 , the end of the 

(finite) future will come closer to T01, so F01\T01Ç F
2  will shrink, no matter how large the future will 

be.  
 

If we suppose that time and space behave analogously, then the distance between P01  and P2  also 

will increase. If it did not yet reach its maximum, then g 012  may jump to a larger radius, until it may 

circle around again. This three-dimensional jump is comparable with the point of time jumping over 
the time axis. The velocity is constant, so the photon has a decreased frequency and thus its energy 

h ´n  also decreases. The frequency will go down step by step, until finally the lowest frequency n1 is 

reached; then the distance between P01  and P2  is as large as possible. After that, as soon as the 

flying time has elapsed again, the photon will be annihilated. Thus, a circling photon loses its 
electromagnetic energy step by step, until it will be annihilated. In principle the size of the flying time 
could be measured by considering this process.  
 

Because time and space are treated in similar way, the shrinking of the future F01\T01Ç F
2 implies  

that macrospace Q012 , occupying S01\ P01Ç S
2 \ P , will shrink as well, so the magnetic field exists in a 

shrinking space. Then the series of possible distances between the photon and P2  will have a 

decreasing maximum in steps, so if the photon exists at the largest possible distance, at a certain 
moment this is not available anymore, because the macrospace has shrinked too much. The only 

possibility to continue its existence is: moving towards P2  . As soon as the photon reaches a suitable 

lower level, it may again circle around P2  . If it does so, its frequency is increased and so, because of 

its constant velocity, its energy is increased. This means that the energy of g 012  increases in each 

forced step to a smaller radius, which is a remarkable consequence as we know photons 
experimentally only as having a constant frequency.  
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No matter how many years it will take, finally Q012  will be of the order of magnitude of the minor 

space. Then this case is finished, the photon will be annihilated and time stops to run. Its energy can 
be used to generate another phenomenon, or it transforms back to potential energy.  
 
This procedure could be responsible for two astronomic phenomena: dying stars and black holes. If a 
photon continues to circle as long as possible, and so finally becoming highly energetic, it might be 
involved in the explosion generating many chemical compounds which is characteristic for a dying 

star [26,27]. As soon as Q012 , described by (74), is shrinked down to the proportions of a minor 

space, g 012 cannot circle anymore and so the time stands still. Its energy may convert back to the 

interacting H-units, now being extremely close to each other, so the possibility arises that they will 
generate mass without the presence of a macrospace which could disturb this interaction. 
Consequently, many of these H-events may exist extremely close to each other and so an object may 
exist, having an extreme large density of mass, which can be identified as a black hole [28]. 
 
8.5 A Renewed Concept of Energy 
 
The law of conservation of energy is anchored in the basics of twin physics. This is realized by 
considering an H-unit as an elementary unit of potential energy and introducing the zipper as the set 
of all possible transformations to actual energy, by interaction with another H-unit. So according to 
twin physics, the law of conservation of energy could be expressed as the law of conservation and 
transformation of energy.  
 
We considered two extreme cases of transforming energy from potential to actual: for coinciding H-
units and for H-units at a maximal distance. In the coinciding case, the result is a static mass. The 
existence of time is betrayed only during an infinitesimal period of time by a pellet particle, moving 
across its surface. In the distant case, a photon transports energy with the highest possible velocity, 
the velocity of light, without showing its position (mind that we know its position only at the moment 
that the photon is absorbed). The existence of space is betrayed only by the cyclic character of the 
movement, because its energy is determined by the amount of cycles per second. In the example of 
the proton, the energy of the interacting H-units is expressed as mass, and in that of the photon as a 
clock. 
 
In the light of these two examples, we distinguish two types of potential energy: static and dynamic 
potential energy. Static potential energy is conceived as the potential power to generate presence. If 
static potential energy is transformed, space energy is generated, stored as a mass (having a high 
energetic density) or as a large macrospace (having a low energetic density). Dynamic potential 
energy is conceived as the potential power to generate difference, by marking spaces and points of H-
units. If dynamic potential energy is transformed, electromagnetic energy is generated, stored as an 
electromagnetic field in a space, or as charge in a point. We expect this classification of potential 
energy to be helpful for the comprehension of energy.  
 

9. CONCLUSION 
 
An H-unit is defined as a unit of potential energy, expressed in complementary terms. Its 
mathematical attributes allow the combination of subatomic and astronomic distances in a 
manageable way, without losing information due to the huge difference in order of magnitude. In this 
paper, following up previous papers [19,20], we have investigated a few possible interactions between 
two H-units. 
 
We considered interactions of two Heisenberg units, representing two extremes in spatial sense: a 
proton, which is an easy phenomenon to imagine, and a photon, which is the most difficult phenomenon 
to imagine as it is unobservable. The proton is generated by two coinciding H-units, the photon by two 
H-units at a large distance. In deriving these cases, it turned out to be useful to follow Einstein’s 
suggestion to deal with time and space in a similar way.  
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In one and the same space and mark case of interacting H-units, a photon or a massless electron 
may be generated, depending on the chosen variant of the time case, both variants being similar to 
the space case. If one of both objects is appearing, the other exists potentially, so it is obvious that, 
when the photon will be absorbed, the electron appears, and the other way around. The photon 
travels around the potential electron at a constant velocity, which can be identified as the velocity of 
light. The largest time for one cycle to be completed, is chosen as the natural unit of time. As a 
consequence, the frequency of the photon is an integer, so its energy is quantized. The photon 
energy with the lowest possible frequency is identified as Planck’s constant. By considering the 
circling photon closer, a possible explanation of the development of dying stars and black holes can 
be deduced. 
 
Our complementary way of thinking, supplied with the notion of major and minor influences, leads to a 
reconciliation of quantum mechanical and relativity theory. This implies that twin physics is not only 
suitable for describing gravity, as we explained in a previous paper [17], but also provides in a bridge 
between subatomic and astronomic items in general.  
 
Our energetic concept of space reflects uncertainty such that it implies a new and inescapable 
concept of probability. Although it resembles the historical notion of ‘ether’, there are two important 
differences. The first one is that space, according to our definition, is not infinite but limited. The 
second is that space is not defined as a collection of determinate spatial points, but as an 
independent object, without a specific location inside. This has the exciting consequence that any 
influence upon a space will exist instantaneously everywhere, which may have severe philosophical 
consequences. 
 
The concept of time is expanded from purely deterministic to complementary, by incorporating 
uncertainty of time. As a consequence, time does not run on its own, as it was supposed to do in 
classical physics, but is generated by interacting H-units. Time is running only if a cyclic phenomenon 
is generated and if not, it stands still; without interaction, it even does not exist. In twin physics, time is 
a label of interaction, indicating how potential energy is transformed into actual energy in a static or a 
dynamic form. 
 
It will be very interesting to search for interactions between more than two H-units. The most intriguing 
question is whether twin physics can be expanded to systems of many H-units, and how this can be 
done. 
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